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# Doc# Page# Line # Description 

1 1 14 663 
Currently reads “not user-scheduled” believe it should be “not user-requested” as the box or SP may do the 
actual scheduling, the user may just approve a request for a show, etc. 

2 1 9 420 
Need to add a note that the Additional tuner allowance is per tuner – basically agree with feedback on 361. 
Customers are asking for up to 4,6 tuners. 

3 1 9 420 
Docsis and MOCA(would be under Home Network Interface) allowances seem low if they include the tuner. Is 
there vendor data showing that these are achievable for Tier 1 timeframe? 

4 1 9 420 
Is the Multi Room allowance a single allowance or multiple depending on how many Rooms are supported? 
Please add clarification 

5 1 9 420  Is the Cable Card allowance per Cable Card? 
6 1 6,10 278,435 DNLA should read DLNA 
7 1 9 420 Under “Additional Tuners – Terrestrial / IP” – Can you provide an example of an IP tuner? 

8 2 
Please confirm that external devices like hard drives, flash keys attached to external IO like USB, 1394 are 
excluded from the testing and their power does not need to be comprehended? 

9 1 9 420 
Adv Video Processing/Codec – If multiple streams/decodes occur at the same time, are multiple allowances 
supported here? 

10 3 287 
Please provide more details on which CSA document and page/line number that the broadcast stream(type, 
bitrate, etc) is provided? 

11 1 10 452 
Under Examples - Seems that if this is a Cable STB then need to include other cable allowances like Moca, 
2nd Tuner, Cable Card, etc. 

12 1 13 618 

Number of hours allocated for DVR record/playback are too few. Very few users of STB with DVR watch live 
program. Most of the program viewing occures delayed, which requires that all programs watched are recorded 
and played. Even for program being viewed live, to allow rewind, it needs to be recorded and played. How were 
these DVR numbers created? 


